Hutch Trick Styler

- 100% Chromoly
- 24 Carat Gold Plated Components

- Trick Star II F & F in Pearlescent White
- Peregrin Hollow Chrome, 3-Piece Cranks with Sealed Bottom
- Hutch Pro Pedals
- Hutch Pro F/S Stem
- Hutch Seat Clamp
- Hi Caliber 48 Spoke Wheels W/ACS RL Hub
- Hutch "Bad" Bars Hutch Freestyle Tires
- Hutch Gold Record Chain Wheel

Each new 1988 Wind Styler comes with a choice of three different decal designs! A Hutch first!

- 100% Chromoly Frame/Fork with Adjustable Fork Pegs
- Hi Caliber 48 Spoke Sealed Hub Wheels
- Chromoly One-Piece Cranks
- Hutch C/D
- Hi Caliber Pedals
- Odyssey Gyro

Available in: Neon Blue, Neon Pink or White and Chrome
MORE BIKE FOR YOUR BUCK!

A HOT BIKE AT A COOL PRICE!

WITH:
- A FREESTYLE ROTOR
- HUTCH FREESTYLE BARS
- NYLON MAGS
- 2 SETS OF AXLE PEGS
- FREESTYLE TIRES

Also available in a 16” version for smaller freestylers (same components as 20”)

CHROMOLY FRAME/FORK
ACS STEM AND ACS ROTOR
CHROMOLY LAYBACK SEAT POST
HUTCH FREESTYLE BARS

AVAILABLE IN:
Neon Blue with 48 Spoke Wheels (shown)
Neon Pink with 48 Spoke Wheels
White with 48 Spoke Wheels
Race or freestyle, this bike does it all! Removeable wheel discs look cool and cut wind. If you're low on bucks, but want a brand name bike, the Pro Street is for you. Dollar for dollar, it blows away anything you could get at a department store, for about the same price! Why buy a No Name Bike when you could have a Hutch!

COMPONENTS

PRO STEM & FREESTYLE STEMS have extra reach, and the freestyle version adapts to all rotors without extra brackets.

Alloy bodies w/replaceable cages, sealed bearings and chromoly shafts. Available in 1/2" or 9/16".

These are the baddest bars made! Used by many top pros in BMX and freestyle. Available in Show Chrome.

HUTCH TIRES. Long lasting, super traction, in 5 cool colors.

HUTCH layback or standard seat posts in Chrome, White or Neon Blue.

Turn your bike into a freestyler! Hutch pegs fit both 24 & 26" axles!
100% CHROMOMOLY

100% chromoly,
That means every tube is chromoly. That's the only way Hutch builds their frame sets.
No "Tri-Moly" or carbon steel, just 100% chromoly, THE BEST.

For 1988 Hutch has 3 Frame Sets:

For serious freestylers, there's the all new Trick Star II, now designed with dual top tubes

and mounts for "U" type rear brakes. The Trick Star II is available in Chrome, White, Candy Red, Candy Blue and Futuristic Black.

For you racers, Hutch has its championship proven race frame sets, the Pro 20" and Pro 24". Both are available in hand-polished Show Chrome.

HUTCH COMPONENTS

THRASHIN' RACING GPV STYLE FREESTYLE RACING GPV FREESTYLE HPV RACING

STAND BARS

New from HUTCH. Chromoly freestyle bars with a dual platform tube.

DULLY BARS

Hutch Dually Bars feature dual cross bars for strength and a variety of freestyle moves.

GRIPS

For the complete Hutch bike, Hutch Logo Grips, in Black only.

PAD SETS

Factory Hutch Pad Sets for the complete Hutch bike. Many colors available.

SEAT POST CLAMP

HUTCH ultimate seat post clamps in Chrome, White, Black, Candy Blue, Candy Purple.

STICKER PACKS

Factory original Hutch frame/fork decal sets make your bike look like new.
New from Hutch, the H.P.V. Superbike features:

- 12 speed derailleur system with click shift, by SunTour
- Hi caliber pedals with alloy cranks
- Hi caliber brakes, front/rear
- Hutch tires

Fully adjustable to fit anyone from 10 years old to 6 foot tall.

Championship Proven. Designed by Aerodynamic Engineer Dan Hanebrink. This is the fastest GPV in the world. If you're into organized GPV competition, then this is the bike for you. Ready to race.

WARNING: This machine operating downhill has attained speeds close to 100 MPH. It should be used only in sanctioned events by properly trained and equipped riders.
XR-1

- 100% CHROMOLY FRAME/FORK
- SHOW CHROME FINISH
- PEREGRINE 3-PIECE RACE CRANKS
- HUTCH PRO PEDALS

- HUTCH PRO STEM
- HUTCH RACING WHEELS
- ALL SEALED BEARINGS
- ALL THE BEST!

Also available in a 16" version and 12" (shown above)

- HI CALIBER SEAT
- 7X TYPE WHEELS, 36 SPOKE
- PAD SET INCLUDED
- HOT BIKE FOR A COOL PRICE!